In the following paper we present a simple intensity estimation method of transaction arrivals on the intraday electricity market. Assuming the interarrival times distribution, we utilize a maximum likelihood estimation. The method's performance is briefly tested using German Intraday Continuous data. Despite the simplicity of the method, the results are encouraging. The supplementary materials containing the R-codes and the data are attached to this paper.
Introduction
Consecutive growth of number and volume of transactions on the German Intraday Continuous Electricity Market is observed since the introduction of this market. This results in a higher concern of the researchers regarding the intraday electricity price forecasting (Narajewski and Ziel, 2018; Uniejewski et al., 2018) or the impact of fundamental regressors on the intraday prices (Pape et al., 2016; González-Aparicio and Zucker, 2015) . In the following paper we take a closer look at the intensity estimation of transaction arrivals on the intraday electricity market. We approach this problem with a simple, expert-knowledge based solution, however this problem is being examined using more complex methods and models, e.g. von Luckner et al. (2017) .
In the next section we shortly explain the expert-knowledge based estimation method and the idea behind it. In the third section we discuss its implementation in R. In the fourth section we perform intensity estimation of transaction arrival times for exemplary real German Intraday Continuous data. Then we simulate the next day transaction arrival times, and we compare the results. We close the paper with a conclusion.
Estimation method
We observe a series of intraday transaction times T Let us note that most of the transactions take place in the last hours of the trading period. Thus, we apply a parametrization of the time in such a manner that the last hours of trading are indexed in the same way, disregarding the delivery time. For instance, the trading period for product with delivery at 01:00 is [−10, −0.5) and for product with delivery at 12:00 is [−21, −0.5). Let us recall that trading on hourly intraday electricity market for current day products begins on the previous day at 15:00 and ends 30 minutes before the delivery of the product, for details see Narajewski and Ziel (2018) . The trading behaviour presented on the Figure 1 , that is to say very low traders' activity during first hours of trading period, and very high activity during the last 3 hours of trading, applies for every product on German Intraday Continuous market. Thus, using such a parametrization should result in very similar parameters of the estimated intensity, disregarding the delivery time.
Based on the observation of the market and the expert knowledge, in purpose of intensity estimation we assume that the series of interarrival times X i ) > 0 is some determinis-−15 −10 −5 0 0 100 200 300
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Therefore, knowing that the interarrival times are independent, we can perform the maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown vector of parameters θ θ = arg max 
Naturally, to make the estimation less biased, we can estimate based on more than one day of history of the transaction arrival times. Assuming the independence between them and that we estimate based on D days of history, we get the following maximum likelihood estimator θ = arg max θ f (X 1,s ,X 2,s ,...,X D,s ) (θ, 
3 Implementation in R
The attached R-code consists of two functions written by us: intensity.estimation() and forecast.future.arrivals(). The first function solves the maximum likelihood problem stated in (3) and returns the intensity function λ( θ, t), and the corresponding θ. It solves the maximum likelihood problem using Rsolnp package, which was implemented by Ghalanos and Theussl (2015) , based on the algorithm of Ye (1987) . The intensity.estimation() function takes 6 arguments:
• intensity.function, which is expected to be a function taking θ and T i as arguments, exemplary implementation of intensity (4) can be found in the attached R-code;
• arrival.times, which is a list of T j,s , where j = 1, 2, . . . , D;
• product, which indicates the hour of delivery s ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , S};
• starting.pars, LB and UB, which are starting parameter of vectors, lower bound on the parameters and the upper bound respectively. These parameters are passed to solnp function in purpose of estimation of the θ. Please note that these parameters and θ vector should be of the same length.
The forecast.future.arrivals() function simulates the future arrival times, making use of the assumption, that the interarrival times have exponential distribution with parameter λ( θ, t). The function takes 4 arguments:
• n, which is the number of trajectories to simulate;
• intensity.function, which is the output of intensity.estimation() function;
• start.of.forecasting and end.of.forecasting, which are the borders of forecasting period, e.g. −3 and −0.5. Note that the negative time parametrization is applied, i.e. delivery begins at t = 0.
The function forecast.future.arrivals() returns a list of simulated trajectories.
Results
In purpose of intensity estimation of transaction arrivals we use the German Intraday Continuous data with dates between 01.01.2017 and 04.01.2017 inclusive. We perform this exercise for hourly products with the start of delivery at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00. Then, using the estimated intensities, we forecast the next day arrival times during the last 4 hours of trading. We simulate 4 trajectories and compare them with the real one. Based on the expert knowledge and the observation of transaction arrivals behaviour we assume that the interarrival times have exponential distribution Exp(λ(θ, t)), where θ = (α, β, c) and Figure 2 shows the results of estimation. For every considered product a separate plot is presented. Each plot consists of observed trajectories and an estimated cumulative intensity function Λ(B) = B λ(t)dt. Table 1 shows the estimated parameters of λ(θ, t). Let us note that the values are not that similar, as we expected, but this is probably a result of different number of transactions in total between the products. For instance, the product with the delivery at 00:00 is traded around 300 times during the trading period, while the one with the delivery at 12:00 around 600 times. Table 1 : Estimated parameters of the λ(θ, t) function. Figure 3 presents the results of forecasting of the arrival times on the next day. We see that the simulated trajectories are very close to each other and are smoother than the observed trajectory. Let us note that the forecasting works better for products with higher transaction count. Transaction countΛ(t) Transaction countΛ(t) Transaction countTransaction countTransaction countd = 5 s = 0 simulation 1 simulation 2 simulation 3 simulation 4
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(b)Transaction countd = 5 s = 12 simulation 1 simulation 2 simulation 3 simulation 4 (c)Transaction countd = 5 s = 18 simulation 1 simulation 2 simulation 3 simulation 4 (d) Figure 3 : Observed trajectory of transaction counting process for day 5 and 4 simulated trajectories for product with delivery at: (a) 00:00, (b) 06:00, (c) 12:00 and (d) 18:00.
Conclusion
In the following paper we have presented a simple intensity estimation method for transaction arrivals on the German Intraday Continuous market. We have utilized considered estimation and forecasting method, assuming the shape of intensity function, which was based on the expert knowledge and observation of the corresponding counting process. We performed the estimation and forecasting on the hourly intraday products, but the considered methods can be likewise used with the quarter-hourly products. Naturally, other intensity functions can be considered, as well as other distributions of interarrival times. Another reasonable distribution is the gamma distribution, which is an extension of exponential distribution. To conclude, despite the usage of a simple estimation method, the results are encouraging.
